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A Wonderful Resource This book is a staple in our clinic. I first used it with a 19 year outdated
who was verbal but did not have functional speech. He is now able to hold conversations. Helped
with teaching writing Recommended simply by a speech therapist, I used these materials with
my low language students who have autism spectrum disorders. The most important matter to
remember when working with it is to instruct to mastery. I possibly could not be more thrilled to
possess this 'how to' publication, showing me the way to help my two ASD grandsons. (Put it as
well as A WORK HAPPENING and you are arranged to make a real difference in your autistic
child's life! childhood apraxia of speech An extremely useful book. I found it useful not really for
autism but also for childhood apraxia of speech--it offered some parameters and areas to help
focus on developing spoken language. Great text Great publication for use with individuals, tailor
it to meet up the specific needs For High Operating Autistic Children or Developmentally Disabled
Good book...I used a couple of their lessons. But it's a little to significantly advanced for my child
at the moment in his advancement. It is hard to utilize when I'm constantly putting it back jointly.
There are pre-requisite skills students must have, so this is probably not going to be the initial
book you start with if the student provides few verbal skills. I have no complaints whatsoever.
Excellent companion to Teach Me Language This companion book is a must-have for parents
and educators using the Teach Me Language text. Well-worth the purchase as you can use it
again and again by copying the worksheets. Good info but poor construction This book has great
information and a ton of ideas for dealing with children with AS. However the book is constantly
falling apart. Great reference for parents and professionals This manual provides a tremendously
useful resource for anybody involved in teaching conversational skills to people with language-
based disabilities. We proceeded to go from one-two term utterances to complete sentences
over 2 years. I am presently doing the initial drill with my child who is not so advanced with
abstract idea and it appears helping. Doing an exercise once and shifting certainly can not work
for our clients. Run your baselines, and then teach to mastery.) I highly recommend this book I
highly recommend this book. It really is on the costly side but really worth it. Delivery was
instant.... This Manual has been very successful with the therapist that works together with my
Grandson. It really is, however, the book that you will build-up to and make use of extensively
throughout that "middle" floor on the way to completely fluent conversational and vocabulary
skills. Many thanks for this product An overall great help for anyone researching to help kids ... A
standard great help for anyone researching to help kids who struggle with social language! The
programs are great and easily understood by parents and therapists alike!. The most exciting day
time was when he kept a conversation with his mother who was visiting relatives out of state.
Teach Me Language This is a superb RESOURCE for helping anyone with language deficits. I
utilized this with Visualizing/Verbalizing and Written Expression element of Project Read to
address writing and it finished up helping their expressive language immensely. A huge help!
This Manual has been very successful with the therapist that . I would suggest this without
hesitation.
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